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 are within the visible area or in other words that are within the selected rectangle, you can do so by adjusting the "Outside of
visible rect" box in the top-right corner of the "OBJECT SELECTION" dialog window (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-

type="fig"}).Fig. 2Object selection dialog window 2/ Instead of adjusting the box, you can use the "Select objects in area"
function in the Object Selection dialog window. Please note that this option is not available when you select "Continuous", but
only in the "Rectangle" and "Polygon" selection modes (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Object selection dialog window

with the "Select objects in area" function From the results displayed on the screen, you will see that all objects within the
defined area will be processed. Because each element is processed individually, you will not be able to take into account any

logical or numerical structures between objects. Therefore, it is advisable to use this method when the operation is performed in
a single step. We recommend using this method because it is the fastest option for large numbers of elements and when the

elements are arranged in a similar manner to the structure of the object (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Using the Select
objects in area function to select the elements in the rectangle More specific examples of using this function are listed below.
*Selection of elements in areas with areas only covered by one element*: In Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we have selected
only the elements in the area covered by the red rectangle because the areas where we wish to collect other elements (e.g. the

pipe) are separated by empty areas.Fig. 5Using the Select objects in area function *Selection of elements that cover a large area,
in contrast to the small elements inside*: In Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we have selected elements that cover large areas

because, using the rectangle method, we would not have been able to extract the elements inside the boxes.Fig. 6Using the
Select objects in area function *Selection of elements in areas with areas that are covered by more than one element*: In

Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, 82157476af
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